The Catholic Commentary on Sacred Scripture

“The Word of God is the source of Christian life, and the Catholic
Commentary on Sacred Scripture is an ideal tool for living our
faith more deeply. This extraordinary resource combines superior
scholarship and a vivid, accessible style that will serve the
interested layperson and the serious scholar equally well. It feeds
both the mind and the heart and should be on the shelf of every
committed Catholic believer. I highly recommend it.”
—Charles J. Chaput, OFM Cap, Archbishop of Philadelphia

“By bringing together historical background, exegetical
interpretation, church tradition, theological reflection, and pastoral
application, this series promises to enkindle thoughtful discussion
about the implications of the New Testament for lived Christian
faith in the Church today. Its accessible format and multi-angled
approach offer a model for teaching and ministry.”
—Katherine Hayes, associate professor of Sacred Scripture,
Seminary of the Immaculate Conception

“After twenty years of teaching priests as well as teaching Catholic
laypeople, seminarians, and deacons in formation, I can say with
confidence that the Catholic Commentary on Sacred Scripture is a
landmark achievement in theological interpretation of Scripture in
and for the Church. . . . It is a wonderful gift to the Catholic Church
and a model for the rest of us. Highly recommended for all!”
—Michael J. Gorman, professor of Sacred Scripture and dean
of the Ecumenical Institute of Theology, St. Mary’s Seminary and
University, Baltimore

Leading Scholars Provide Catholic Commentaries
for Ministry in the 21st Century
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THE CATHOLIC COMMENTARY ON SACRED SCRIPTURE combines
outstanding biblical scholarship with lively faith to help Catholics
interpret Scripture and apply it to Christian life today. It implements
the exegetical and theological principles taught by Vatican II for
interpreting texts in light of the whole of Scripture and the Church’s
faith. In seventeen volumes, the series aims to provide readable,
informative commentary on each book of the New Testament. It is
an invaluable resource for pastoral ministers, catechists, and any
Catholics who wish to study the Bible in depth.
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General Editors
Peter S. Williamson (Sacred Heart Major Seminary)
and Mary Healy (Sacred Heart Major Seminary)
Associate Editor: Kevin Perrotta (award-winning Catholic
journalist and editor of the Six Weeks with the Bible series)

Follow the series blog,
Speaking of Scripture, at:
www.SpeakingofScripture.org

Consulting Editors

Future Volumes Include

Scott Hahn (Franciscan University of Steubenville)
Daniel J. Harrington, SJ (Weston Jesuit School of Theology)
William S. Kurz, SJ (Marquette University)
Francis Martin (Dominican House of Studies)
Frank J. Matera (Catholic University of America)
George T. Montague, SM (St. Mary’s University)
Terrence Prendergast (Archbishop of Ottawa)

Characteristics of the Series

The Gospel of Luke by Timothy Gray
The Gospel of John by Francis Martin
and William W. Wright IV
The Acts of the Apostles by William Kurz, SJ
Romans by Scott Hahn
First and Second Thessalonians by Brant Pitre
Philippians, Colossians, Philemon by Dennis Hamm, SJ
Hebrews by Mary Healy
Revelation by Peter S. Williamson

• Packed with features useful to preachers and teachers of
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the word, lay and ordained, and other Catholics interested
in deepening their faith
Written in an engaging style that can be read for personal
study and spiritual nourishment as well as referenced for
exegetical information.
Distinguished by a theological and pastoral hermeneutic
rather than a focus on technical questions
Aims to serve readers across a spectrum of Catholic
opinion while remaining faithful to Church teaching
Fills a gap between substantial scholarly resources and
brief popular commentaries
Employs ordinary English that does not require
“translation” for preaching and catechesis

For more information, visit
www.CatholicScriptureCommentary.com
where you can
• read excerpts
• view the CCSS introductory video
• utilize CCSS study questions and Lectio Divina
guides
• see endorsements by over twenty-five Cardinals,
bishops, Scripture scholars, theologians, and popular
Catholic speakers and leaders
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What readers are saying
“I am a priest in an extremely large parish (7500 families).
This commentary series is a gem for helping with preparation
of homilies. It has just enough academic details to help you
have a good understanding of the literal sense (what was
really happening in the historical context), without getting
bogged down in debates over who wrote what when. The
best feature is the application for living sections. They really
help make the Word of God present in our life now.”
—Amazon.com review
“This commentary [First and Second Peter, Jude] is detailed
and gives the reader needed information for understanding
the content-meaning for the people of the time it was written
as well as for us today. The language and grammar are easy
to understand for the average person. It’s a great addition
for any person who wants to study the Bible in-depth with
exegesis in mind.”—Amazon.com review
“This book [The Gospel of Mark] is very good and provides
very useful exegetical information for pastors and laity. I have
enjoyed using it in my current personal study. Its greatest
strength is its layout— (a) interpretation in which key words
and phrases are highlighted, (b) application, and (c) sidebars.
I really like the sidebars because they provide NT background
information to the text or Catholic practices.”
—Christianbook.com review
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